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Sebastian Meschenmoser

‘[Meschenmoser’s] creatures are not slickly cute but refreshingly sympathetic. 
They do not ask to be admired. They look as if they need a hairbrush.’

The New York Times

A hilarious anti-fairy book for kids

Introducing Pugman, the world’s grumpiest dog

One of Germanys’ most acclaimed author/illustrators 

Shortlisted, Deutsch Jugendliteraturpreis (German Children’s Book of the Year 
Award)

Winner, Dutch Silver Pencil Award for best foreign illustrator

Targeting over 70 media outlets

Book trailer at www.youtube.com/user/wilkinsfarago
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A$24.99/NZ$29.99 (hbk)
July 2011 release
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Think you know what he’ll wish for? You and the fairy are in for quite a surprise!

One morning, Pugman woke up.
The day was already half over.

‘Is it worth getting up for just half a day?’
wondered Pugman.

No milk in the fridge …

No cereal in the cupboard …

No coffee in the mug …

‘I wonder if the newspaper has arrived yet?’

What a bad day Pugman was having.
Already half over,
with a soggy newspaper,
no breakfast and no coffee!

It was so bad, Pugman was beginning to wish
he hadn’t got up in the first place!

Suddenly, a fairy appeared. And the fairy said:

‘Choose raspberry sweets or fresh cream cake,
or any kind of chocolate bar,
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Also an accomplished artist with several exhibitions 
to his name, Sebastian Meschenmoser is one of 
Germanys’ most successful and admired young 
illustrators for children.

Since the success of his first book, Learning to Fly 
(2005), he has been nominated for the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis (Germany’s Children’s Book of 
the Year Award) and a coveted Lesepter Award.

In 2008, he won the Dutch Silver Pencil (Zilveren 
Penseel) Award for the best foreign book illustrator 
of the year—an award previously won by the 
UK’s Tony Ross, America’s David MacCauley and 

his fellow German, Wolfgang 
Erlbruch.

His works have been published 
in several languages. He lives in 
Frankfurt, Germany.

At last! The antedote to all those fairy books!

The day hasn’t started well for Pugman, quite pos-
sibly the grumpiest dog you’ll ever find in a kids’ 
book. He’s overslept, there’s nothing for breakfast 
and the rain has made his newspaper soggy. You’d 
be grumpy too.

Then, out of nowhere, a magical and unnecessarily 
cheerful fairy appears. She offers the grumpy Pug-
man three wishes.

Think you know what he’ll wish for? You and the 
fairy are in for quite a surprise!

At last, the antedote to those seemingly endless 
fairy books for kids, and what a hoot it is. Me-
schenmoser’s delightfully 
disheveled illustrations 
are full of wit and mischief 
and its hilarious ending 
will have you cheering for 
our canine curmudgeon.
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